
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

Crimson, rose, white, moss,and 
meadow felt
White roving felt
Floral wire
Floral tape

Tools

Scissors
Low-temp hot glue gun
Wire cutter
Roving needle
Foam block for felting 

Felt Rose Bouquet

Instructions

1. Cut felt according to the pattern.

2. Starting with the full rose take one small petal and glue the edge to top of   
 wire, twist around and glue together.

3. With the remaining 8 small petals and all 13 large petals add a small dab of   
 glue at the bottom point then pinch together, to create a vertical crease. 

4. Turn over and glue top corners down to create a bit of a point.

5. Glue small petal then large to wire with existing rolled petal, twisting the wire  
      and slightly overlapping the petals.

6. Cut a small slit in the middle of the petal base and flower base.

7. Put wire through the slit in the petal base and glue to the base of the flower.

8. Repeat with the flower base with a small dab of glue at center.

9. Put a bit of glue at the base and middle of each point and pinch. 

10. Use floral tape to cover up wire. 

11. To make rose bud wrap small petal around wire.

12. Then add three more small petals around using same gluing technique as   
 steps 3 and 4. 

13. Then add flower base and glue each point together leaving a bit of the top unglued.

14. Add floral tape.

15.To make a smaller rose bud use one petal that is wrapped around wire then   
 add Flower base like in step 13, then add floral tape.



Materials List & Instructions

Felt Rose Bouquet

Instructions (continued)

16. To make the white felt ball branch create felt balls out of roving felt by poking  
 repeatedly with roving needle on top of foam block.

17. To create perfect circles simply poke areas of the roving felt that are sticking out.

18. Create two small branches with thin wire, then use floral tape and cover them.

19. Attach felt balls to wire branches with hot glue.

20. Attach the two smaller wires to slightly thicker wire with floral wire.

21. To create leaf branches glue and pinch base of each of the leaves

22. Glue like leaves to two di�erent wires, then use floral wire to cover up 
      exposed wire. 




